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C6 PlusC5C4C3

large commercial poolssmall to mid-size commercial pools

9999356-C6P 9999396X-C599991083-C499991023-C3Model

4 / 6 / 8 hours4 / 6 / 8 hours1.5 / 2.5 / 3.5 hours1 / 2.5 hoursCycle time

131 feet98 feet78 feet60 feetCable length

Includes fine and ultra  
fine porosity filter bags

Includes fine and ultra  
fine porosity filter bags

Fine and ultra-fine cartridges 
collects both fine particles 

and large debris

Fine and ultra-fine cartridges 
collects both fine particles 

and large debris
Filtration type 

PPPDelayed start feature 

PPPPFull filter indicator 

P ProP ProP ProP BasicRemote control

PPPPCaddy 

2 yrs bumper-to-bumper2 yrs bumper-to-bumper2 yrs bumper-to-bumper2 yrs bumper-to-bumperWarranty

8,466 gal/hour4,233 gal/hour4,233 gal/hour4,233 gal/hourSuction rate

www.maytronicsus.com 
info@maytronicsus.com 
Tel: 1-888-Dolphin | Tel: 770-613-5050 
Fax: 770-613-5099
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C Class
Best-in-class professional cleaning

Robotic Pool Cleaners

Commercial-grade, 
professional cleaners for all 
pool types, sizes and shapes.

Dolphin’s commercial line of robotic cleaners feature 
heavy-duty cleaning performance, with robust reliability 
for long-term, cost-effective operation. Dolphin is the 
proven, professional solution for any commercial pool – 
from small public pools to even the largest commercial 
aquatics environments.

30 years of advanced robotic research and innovation 
stand behind every cleaner we make, ensuring 
comprehensive scanning of the entire pool and highly 
effective brushing and filtering throughout.

And by automating your pool cleaning, your staff is 
free to focus on other tasks while Dolphin delivers a 
sparkling clean pool and clear, healthy water.

Complete pool scanning 
To ensure thorough cleaning, your Dolphin cleaner is 
equipped with built in software that systematically cleans 
your entire pool regardless of your pool’s shape or surface. 

Gyro XL scanning 
Unique gyroscopic system delivers 
accurate andeffective scanning 
for systematic cleaning along the entire pool.

CleverCleanTM system 
The unique CleverClean Scanning system, powered by 
intelligent software, helps the robot optimize its scanning 
capabilities by learning the various parameters of the pool 
and adjusting its patterns accordingly. This guarantees 
complete coverage of any type of pool during each cleaning 
cycle, including shaped pools and pools with obstacles.

Dual-filtration porosity options 
Covers all pool conditions from rough debris to fine dust 
particles: Ultra-fine filter collects fine dust particles and net 
for leaves and rough debris.

Top-access 
The filter cartridges system is accessed from the 
top of the robot for easy and convenient cleaning 
(WAVE 65, WAVE 90 only).

The Dolphin C Class line of robotic pool cleaners offers a cleaning solution 
for every size commercial pool. Smaller pools, like those in many hotel or 
apartment complex environments, require the same care and attention as 
their larger counterparts. Dolphin has specifically engineered our line to 
include several options and price points that make them a perfect fit for 
these smaller commercial applications.

Performance Driven Technology
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